Decreased activation-induced cell death by EBV-transformed B-cells from a patient with autoimmune lymphoproliferative syndrome caused by a novel FASLG mutation.
Autoimmune lymphoproliferative syndrome (ALPS) is a primary immunodeficiency characterized by chronic lymphoproliferation, autoimmune manifestations, expansion of double-negative T-cells, and susceptibility to malignancies. Most cases of ALPS are caused by germline or somatic FAS mutations. We report the case of an ALPS patient due to a novel homozygous Fasligand gene mutation (ALPS-FASLG). ALPS biomarkers were measured and FASLG mutation was identified. Functional characterization was carried out based on activation-induced cell death (AICD) and cytotoxicity assays. This report describes the cases of a patient who presented a severe form of ALPS-FASLG, and his brother who had died due to complications related to ALPS. Moreover, in another family, we present the first case of lymphoma in a patient with ALPS-FASLG. Functional studies showed defective Fasligand-mediated apoptosis, cytotoxicity, and AICD in T-cell blasts. Otherwise, expression of the FASLG gene and corresponding protein was normal, but the shedding of the Fasligand was impaired in T-cells. Additionally, analyzing Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)-transformed B-cells, our results indicate impaired AICD in ALPS-FASLG patients. Patients with autosomal recessive inheritance of ALPS-FASLG have a severe phenotype and a partial defect in AICD in T- and B-cell lines. The Fasligand could play a key role in immune surveillance preventing malignancy.